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In addition to developing the business, Bruce leads our 

marketing and product development.  He is strongly 

customer-oriented and greatly enjoys the challenge 

of pioneering new developments to satisfy the tough 

conditions frequently encountered in industry. 

Under his leadership, Big Tyre has gained an Australian 

patent on a rubber track guide block system and currently 

has international patents pending for “reinventing the 

wheel”.

 

Trevor and Robert look after our sales department 

including quoting, job registration, scheduling, invoicing 

and delivery.

Company Overview...
Beginning in 1954 as ‘Vaculug Australia’, this business 

has serviced industry for over 50 years.

Big Tyre Pty Ltd retreads tyres, retreads rubber 

tracks,  manufactures solid rubber-tyred wheels, and 

manufactures a range of rubber products for OEM, 

distributors and end users, both locally and overseas.

Since Bruce Louden became Managing Director in 

1992, the business has grown significantly with major 

developments in:

• Retreading large mining tyres

• Adopting state-of-the-art techniques developed 

 overseas to repair much larger injuries in radial  

 tyres than is repairable using standard techniques.

• Independently developing the reconditioning of  

 rubber  tracks including being awarded a patent for  

 the guide block system, which is used extensively in  

 reconditioning large rubber tracks.

• Being first (as far as we know) to enhance the  

 performance of solid wheels by fitting side shields and  

 employing  a more durable  system of adhering the  

 rubber to the steel to that popularly used on imported  

 wheels.

• Inventing a non-pneumatic, non-solid wheel that  

 has good suspension, excellent torque capacity,  

 and greater load carrying capacity than a solid  

 wheel. (International patents pending)
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Queensland’s Retreader
              of Large Mining Tyres

In 2002 Big Tyre built a new factory 50% larger than 

its previous facility.  Just four years later it is being 

expanded to accommodate equipment to retread the 

world’s largest mining tyres that are over 4m diameter. 

Big Tyre offers:
- Local manufacturing and support in Australia

- Export Service

- Competitive Pricing

- Product Quality

- Product Reliability

- Product Performance

- Comprehensive Warranty on its products

Mining tyres being returned to an overseas client after  
being retreaded at Big Tyre.

Big Tyre’s 3.5m dia autoclave used for curing retreaded and  
repaired tyres.

A 4.2m dia autoclave for retreading the largest mining tyres is  
due to be installed early in 2008.

Big Tyre is the largest reconditioner of rubber tracks in Australia.
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FOAM FILLED TYRES  
Retreading & Repairing...  
Foam filled tyres may be retreaded numerous times 

without damaging the foam providing the tyre casing is 

in sufficiently good condition.  This effectively doubles or 

trebles the return on the significant investment in tyre fill.  

Foam filled tyres may also be repaired when the 

tyre is being retreaded or by removing a section of the 

tread to repair the ply and rebuilding the tread over the 

repaired section.  Although foam-filled tyres are capable of 

withstanding punctures without needing repairs, tyres rely 

on their casing strength and significant cuts will develop 

into splits that destroy the tyre if not repaired in time.

TYRE REPAIRS  

Big Tyre has a significant repair facility using both industry 

standard techniques as well as the most recent state-of-

the-art techniques.  This new method involves replacing 

a section of steel cable in radial tyres that would be 

otherwise be unrepairable.  This belt replacement allows 

holes to be repaired that are twice the size of those 

repaired using the standard method.

Tyre repairs are guaranteed by our factory  

for two reasons:

Principally and primarily to look after our immediate 

customers interests

Secondly to ensure that Big Tyre is made aware of any 

failures in the field so that methods can be progressively 

improved and limitations of existing repair methods 

established in order to look after future customers 

interests.
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• Extensive Choice of Tread Depths to suit site conditions

• Extensive Choice of Tread Patterns (including customer 

designs at no extra charge)

Current Capacity:     

2007:   Retreading up to 36.00R51    

   Repairing up to 37.00R57  

Factory Expansion:

Early 2008 Retreading up to 40.00R57

Late 2008 Retreading up to 59/80R63

RETREADING  
MINING TYRES  
Big Tyre offers....
• High Heat-resistant rubber compounds suitable  

 for long haul cycles (22km +) or high ambient  

 temperatures (480C +).

• High Cut-resistant rubber compounds for highly  

 abrasive sites.

• Two rubber compounds on a tyre where  

 a high heat-resistant compound is applied first to  

 dissipate heat and a high cut resistant compound is  

 applied on top for optimum wear resistance.

• Tread Life comparable to new top-branded tyres

• Recommendation of Tread Depths and Rubber Compounds  

 to suit individual site conditions including tyre TKPH  

 rating.

Retreaded 27.00R49 tyres after 3,000 hrs
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SOLID RUBBER-TYRED WHEELS

Stub-Axle Assemblies are available in a 

variety of sizes typically from 2t to 10t 

capacity.

These are used extensively for trailers 

in mining applications.

A mill relining machine manufactured by Russell Mineral 

Equipment. RME, recipients of numerous engineering 

and state awards use Big Tyre’s solid rubber-tyred 

wheels on their equipment which are supplied to clients 

all over the world.
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Eimco 936 loader

A new solid Eimco 936 Trailer Wheel manufactured by  
Big Tyre alongside one of our wheels, still in working order 

after more than 6 years of service.

HIGH QUALITY BONDING
Our high Quality bonding technique for adhering 

Rubber to Steel is crucial for providing wheels that can 

be relied on to perform well for years in severe working 

conditions.

PREMIUM GRADE RUBBER
To ensure optimum performance in highly abrasive 

conditions, Big Tyre uses premium grade rubber 

compounds that have been developed over many years 

to provide very high cut and abrasion resistance.

2 YEAR WARRANTY
The performance of our Solid Wheels is backed with our 

two year pro-rata warranty.  An extended warranty 

option is also available at time of purchase.

SERVICE EXCHANGE IS AVAILABLE ON 
COMMON SIZES  OR BY ARRANGEMENT.
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TRACTOR TYRES
Although replacing the lugs (relugging) is not economical 

on many lightly constructed small to medium sized tyres, 

significant savings are available on radial tyres and 

heavily constructed tyres especially wire armoured and 

forestry loggers.

Patterns may be varied from the original to include treads 

designed specifically for road travel (to avoid ‘dancing’), 

diamond patterns for grass farms and golf courses, and 

lugs without central overlap for tilling.

Big Tyre’s company policy is to deliberately make the lugs 

larger than the originals to ensure that the initial savings 

are retained by the tread outlasting the original tread life.  

It is not uncommon for treads to last 30% longer, which 

together with the initial savings, makes the exercise very 

economical.

AIRCRAFT(BomBer) 
TYRES
Big Tyre sources used aircraft tyres to retread for 

agricultural use.  Cases are typically 16 – 36 ply with 

very high load capacity.  These tyres are excellent for 

trailers and implements and may also be used for front 

tractor tyres, where staking is a problem.  Rims are easily 

sourced and centre plates made to suit the equipment.

A variety of treads is available including truck style treads 

or tractor lugs.
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RUBBER TRACKS  
More than 200 rubber tracks have been reconditioned by 

Big Tyre since independently developing the process in 

1997.  Replacing the lugs (relugging) involves removing 

the remainder of the old lugs and bonding a layer of 

rubber over the outer surface.  This layer covers any 

exposed mesh and provides an excellent base for the 

new lugs.

Lugs are available in both agricultural and industrial 

designs and either regular (same as new) or closer 

spacing.  The closer spacing improves ride comfort and 

cost efficiency whilst still clearing soil adequately.

GUIDE BLOCKS 
The guide blocks on the inside of tracks may be replaced 

using Big Tyre’s patented track block system.  This 

block system performs very well as the blocks are on 

a continuous base with smaller gaps between them 

making the blocks harder to tear off than the originals.

The inside of tracks may also be recoated with rubber 

where necessary to replace excessive wear.

The rubber compounds achieve similar life to the 

original.

DRIVE, BOGIE &  
IDLER WHEELS
The rubber of drive wheels, bogie wheels (mid-rollers) 

and front idler wheels of Caterpillar, John Deere and 

Case International Quad track tractors are rebuilt by Big 

Tyre, saving significantly on the purchase of new solid 

wheels.
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FORKLIFT TYRES 
Both pneumatic and solid forklift tyres are retreaded.  

Although many new tyres are too cheap to consider 

retreading, black tyres may be retreaded with white 

rubber, thereby allowing equipment to be used in areas 

where tyre marks are not acceptable.

TRUCK TYRES
Big Tyre’s process enables the full range of truck tyres 

to be retreaded.  Tyres are retreaded for both highway 

and farm use, including specialty tyres such as slicks for 

feedlots and construction sites.  A highly chip resistant 

rubber is used to allow tyres to be used freely on gravel 

roads without damage.

The remanufacture of solid wheels for 

vintage vehicles adds the final finishing 

touch of authenticity and durability.  They 

are also surprisingly good to ride on.

VINTAGE SOLID 
RUBBER-TYRED 
WHEELS
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SPEEDWAY,  
DRAG, RALLY & 
BURN-OUT TYRES
Big Tyre has been retreading speedway and drag 

racing tyres for many years with an exceptionally good 

process, which provides full-life retread reliability of 

approximately 99.9%.  Consequently some clubs have 

certified our dragster retread slicks for racing on ¼ 

mile tracks with track times over 10.5 seconds.  This 

requires these tyres to perform at speeds reaching 160 

kph.  Minimal grooves can be added to make slicks road 

legal.

These tyres are also exceptionally good for sidecar 

racing.

Different rubber compounds are provided to suit clay 

or granite tracks for speedway and a variety of treads 

is available, including personalised tread designs at no 

extra charge.

Big Tyre also retreads tyres especially for burnouts with a 

thicker, harder-than-original rubber tread offering much 

better tread-life, and less engine stress at a fraction of 

the cost of new tyres.
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